
And whatever gets wet must be properly dried out, preferably

within 24to 48 hours, or the mould will simply return, Haverkate

advises. For example, water damage to ceiling tiles may show as

water stains. Making sure that tiles are changed after they become

wet, coupled with addressing why that damage occurred in the

first piace, is essential, he saYs.

If something more organized is preferred, some workplaces

have walking groups so participants can get moving and enjoy a

littie sunshine mid-day. "Employers can also allow employees to

modify their work hours so that they can have a longer lunch

hour in order to accommodate [an] exercise classi' Down suggests.

"Theywould then work later to make up the time," she says'

"You need to estoblish thot heolth ond

sofety is on ongoing Concern, regordless

of the type of environment you work in,"

Shape up
Clearly, paying attention to what

equipment is available and ensuring

that systems are in Proper working

order must be part of the mix to

ensure office environments are as safe

as possible. But attention is also

needed on the human side.

Even employees who recline in

padded chairs in front of their desks

for much of the day arc at risk of

injury, Ramphal suggests. Inactivity,

such as "sitting for a long period of

time or static postures in a chair that's

not comfortable," can produce pain

that may sideline an emPloYee.

If much of the day is sPent seated,

says |udith Down, director of the Alberta Centre for Active Living

in Edmonton, there may be negative effects on body and health.

"Postural problems and too much inactivity can lead to back and

neck complaints, and repetitive movements can cause problems

with wrists, hands and fingers," Down says. "Simply getting up

and moving around every hour can make a big difference."

Enhanced activity over the course of the workday may also have

benefits that move beyond the physical, Down suggests, namely by

improving attention and focus, particularly in the afternoon.

"Many workers use caffeine, snacks or chocolate to give them a

boost, but going for a walk or doing some stretches is more effec-

tivei' she says. "It gets some energy flowingi'

Employers can do their part to help employees be more active

at work by ensuring they take regular breaks and their fulI lunch

hour. It would be a good idea to impress upon employees that

these are opportune times for a little get-up-and-go' Down adds.

Ramphal reports he once worked for a company that adopted

a policy that no one be at their desks during breaks and lunch.
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ing peoplel'he says.

And that may not onlY be good for

worker health, but for employer costs as

well. The Public Health Agency of Canada

(PHAC) reports that disease prevention is

the fastest way to reduce overall health care

costs, and business involvement in employ-

ee health programs can serve as a win all

the way around.
"The question is no longer whether

companies shouid get into work site well-

ness programs, but how best to design,

implement and evaluate these programs

for optimal results," notes information

posted on PHAC's website'

Ramphal is concerned that a resource

crunch (both time and money) could cause

companies to think twice about investing in

oh&s programs, training and testing. "It

basically all boils down to cost, really. And

the time."
Haverkate is of the mind that if the bud-

get is there, some form of annual environ-

mental testing should be done. "To be able

to catch things early is much cheaper in the

long run than [to] let it brew for a number

of years," he says.

Training and awareness are crit ical,

Ramphal suggests. OHSC offers an orienta-

tion package on office hazards., in addition

to policies and procedures on which office managers should train

staff. Much of the cost resulting from worker injuries can be avoid-

ed "if you invest the money and train your employees on how to

work safely]' he says.

Employee buy-in is cruciai to reduce office hazards, "from a

managerial and leadership standpoint," says Howey of Toronto's

Office Workers Career Centre. "You need to establish that health

and safety is an ongoing concern, regardless of the type of envi-

ronment you work in," he recommends.

Measures such as establishing oh&s committees, collecting

employee suggestions on how to reduce or eliminate hazards, and

lunch-and-learn sessions addressing health and safety can keep the

issue uppermost in the minds of workers, Howey suggests.

What's the most effective solution to reinforce the message

among workplace parties in offices? "We just need to keep remind-
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